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1. Introduction

The rapid growth of mobile devices, positioning technologies and reasonably priced mobile data transfer rates makes it reasonable to anticipate the emergence of numerous kinds of virtual community activities based on locative content, and motivates the critical study of designing such activities.

We introduce a pilot study for the Taggin‘ Tallinn framework of virtual community concepts of meaning-building, based on locative \(^1\) content. The latter refers to concepts in which individuals tag locations with their own content, such as images, comments, audio, and video clips or game contents. This association is implemented in terms of a database, accessible for upload and download via the web. For an individual, an action of tagging is a kind of multimedial blog post, or an entry of a web guestbook. The focal issue is how locative content fuels meaning building in virtual communities.

As a simple example of locative content contribution, Wikimapia\(^2\) lets anyone choose a location (or an area) from a map and describe it with free text, keywords and links. Then anyone without registration is free to control the accuracy and usefulness of the contribution by means green and red buttons, corresponding to approval for vs. disapproval with the entry. We regard this setup as a prototypical example of a virtual community, reminiscent of a game or a play, designed so as to invite contributions, to maintain a sense of joint effort, and to manage its quality in an inherent manner. Our mission is to explore more profound ways of joint elaboration of meaning in different knowledge environments\(^3\), constituted by various interaction designs.

1.1 Virtual communities as knowledge environments

Successful knowledge environments tend to grow in popularity and coverage of different domains. Our issue here is how to design successful knowledge environments constrained to locative meaning, and to a broader geographical context, say a city.

Communities emerge around shared activities performed in common places, and rely on the ownership of joint meanings and

1.3 Pilot case: Non-verbal meanings with images

A simple scheme of meaning building activity for locative media was piloted in the workshop Modelling Urban Space and Process, Estonian Academy of Arts in January 2007. The objective was to explore how meaning dimensions emerge as a result of distributed community activity in hybrid space. Activities of the experiment took place in two stages.

The goal of the first stage was to figure out what kinds of meaning dimensions would be feasible in general, and to establish some to start with. Teams of 2-5 participants were formed, and they were asked to explore the city by making phone images and record the coordinates at which they were taken. They would also mutually agree on a theme, interpreted as a meaning dimension. When back from the field work, the teams were asked to upload their photos to a database, to be associated with their appropriate locations, as well as, the agreed meaning theme, interpreted as a dimension. The participants developed several meaning dimensions (e.g. Disturbing, Shelter, or Traces of activism) that could quite meaningfully be considered as defining dimensions of the city and as coordinates of places. In some cases, however, the locative binding was not obvious, such as Blueness. It appeared likely that an immediate access to the database in situ by means of mobile Internet access might strengthen this aspect. It also became clear that all meanings cannot be expected to be locative in the first place.

The second stage was a low-tech simulation of meaning building activity of a virtual community. The images, in total over 300, were printed out and laid on a large table in a random order, regardless of the first phase dimensions. One image to start with was laid separately on a table, and the participants were asked to find another that would have something in common with the first one, to be followed by a more images which would share the meaning dimension established by the previous ones. This gamelike activity appeared very catching, partly inspired by the richness and quantity of the visual material. The range of image paradigms resulted, bound together by intelligent, humorous, esthetic and moral aspects. The paradigms were again meaningfully conceivable as coherent meaning dimensions. However, the locative connection was now weaker, due to the fact that participants other than the original takers of the image would not necessarily know the location of images being taken.

Finally all of the material was collected to a database, organized as a hybrid space of geographical and meaning dimensions. This representation allowed a database table view and a plotting of the tags on a geographical map. In addition, an interactive tool for exploration of possible projections of the items in the multi dimensional hybrid space to a two-dimensional plane, developed by Kaipainen et al. [5].

2. Conclusions and discussion

The Taggin’ Tallin pilot workshop generally suggested that binding of image contents with locations is quite natural, and this association may provide a useful starting point for designing virtual community activities and knowledge environments. It also become obvious that not all meanings can be expected to have a relation to a location. A technology that supports immediate association to locations (positioning, mobile internet) may strengthen this binding. It also demonstrated, at least with respect to the play-like concept used, the feasibility of community activity such that results in meaning dimensions defining positions of hybrid city space. It showed that this kind of activity is meaningful and involves people in a catching and entertaining manner. It is a challenge of further development to implement such play-like activities in a virtual knowledge environment. It may be too early to evaluate the role of the hybrid space model as a conceptual structure of community activities, but at least in the pilot this seemed to work.

The further issues to study include: What kinds of relations between content and location best encourage meaning building activity? How can negotiability of meaning be encouraged in the hybrid space? How would locative content in hybrid space change the community activities in physical locations? What are the schemes of annotation and automated derivation of ontological dimensions, such
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